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PREFACE TO THE SERIES
HERE are two reasons why I
have written these books: ﬁrst,

in response to thousands of my pupils
throughout this country and Canada
who desire the instruction in a
more tangible form than simply
through the medium of the voice;
second, that the general public may
have the result of thorough, honest,
and unbiassed investigation extend

ing throughout a period of thirty-ﬁve
years
.
Having kept abreast of the times,
I am fully aware of the conclusions
other Writers have reached, especially
on spiritism; and am further con
scious of the fact that, with few ex
ceptions, I do not, in the main, agree

with these. However, my decisions
have in no way been inﬂuenced by any
writer, not even by my friend, the

late Dr. Thomson Jay Hudson, whom
I ﬁrst met in 1899. When our paths

converged, we found we had been
v
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travelling on parallel lines for twen
ty-ﬁve years. Comparing notes, I
was pleased to learn that we had ar
rived, practically, at the same con
clusions; therefore, there may appear

to be much of Hudson in my writings,
and it could not well be otherwise,

especially on spiritism. I felt highly
honored to have so great an authority
bear so corroborative testimony.

By consulting the topics treated it
will be observed that I have covered
a much wider ﬁeld than those who
have preceded me, having touched
upon every phase of Psychic Phe
nomena. This I have done as brieﬂy
and concisely as possible and practi
cable, and while my decisions are

positive, they are neither arrogant
nor dogmatic.

E. B. W.
Los ANGELES, CAL.

August 1, 1910.

HE following letter, which speaks
for itself, is from the late Dr.

Thomson Jay Hudson, the author of
“The Law of Psychic Phenomena,”
etc.:
No. 10 NINTH S12, S. E.,
WASHINGTON, D. (3., May 2, 1900.

I consider Mr. Edward B. Warman the peer of any
man in his line; in fact, I know of no one who covers

so wide a ﬁeld. His experiences in Mental Telegraphy
are equal to any I have ever known; he is the most
practical psychologist it has ever been my pleasure to
meet; his explanation of IIypnotism removes all fear;
his sifting of the grains of truth from the Christian

Science doctrine leaves nothing to be desired; his
exegesis of Spiritism is scientiﬁc and logical, acknowl
edging, as every thorough investigator must, the
alleged phenomena, but denying, as every logician

must, the alleged cause. His Suggestions to Mothers
are simply invaluable.
I heartily commend him for his sound doctrines.
\

Good words, good thoughts, good deeds be your
unremitting eﬁorts.
- ZOROASTER.

Do not unto others as you would not they do
unto you.
--CoNFUcIUs.

Love your enemies, bless them that curse you,
do good to them that hate you, and prayfor
them which despitefully use you and persecute
you.
-—CHRXST.

INTRODUCTORY
HERE are many persons in this
country wasting time and
money, as well as energy, each one

thinking to become proﬁcient in the
Yoga teachings and thereby to de

velop into a full-ﬂedged Yogi.
Such knowledge is extremely diﬂi—
cult of attainment, and its practice is
impossible in this \Vestern world.
Not that I would belittle the general
trend of the philosophic thought, for
it is essentially uplifting; it appeals

to what is best and noblest in man.
From the Hinduistic point of view it
aims to get at the soul and to put into

its hands the reins of the mind and
body. In its beautiful toleration it is

well worthy of the strongest commen
dation. But its practices, in their
completeness, are not for us; and any
thing short of that will never make a

Yogi even in India, where everything
is favorable for such a consummation.
The reading and the study of the
philosophy, however, will give one the

Hindu idealists’ conception of God,
1X
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of inﬁnity, of man and his relations
to the Whole.

It is my purpose to record, as
brieﬂy and tersely as possible, with
but few comments, the general points
of interest and such information, in

a condensed and comprehensive form,
as will give the reader the main points

of belief, not the practices, of this
ancient philosophy.
It is to the teachings and writings
of that genial soul, Baba Bharati,
and the well beloved, the late Swami

Vivekananda, that I am especially
indebted for the mere outline given
herein. For a more comprehensive
view of this interesting subject I
would recommend the perusal of
“Krishna” by Baba Bharati, and

“The Vedanta Philosophy” and kin
dred books by Vivekananda.

I have also been privileged to make
some

excerpts

from the

advance

sheets of “Book on India” by my es
teemed friend, Dr. Paul Edwards.

E. B. W.
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HINDU

HINDUISM —- PER

sIAN YoGIs — A WONDERFUL DIscovERY —
THE BUDDHIsT’s RELIGION.

HIS philosophy is a species of
asceticism among the Hindus,
which consists in “ a complete ab
straction from all worldly objects, by

which the votary expects to obtain
11
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union with the universal spirit, and
to acquire superhuman faculties.”
When we of the Western world
reach the point of complete abstrac
tion from all worldly objects, we our
selves shall have been “completely
abstracted” therefrom. Ascetieism is
not necessary; moderation and the
control of the physical is our course
in the Occident.
Some writer has well said: “ The
esoteric Hindu is too self-absorbed.
His care for his own soul, in abstract

ing it from the mists and delusions of
the sense-world, though highly cred
itable, has yet the tinge of selﬁshness;
for he does not leave his light to shine
for others, he even outcasts his own

brethren. His W'estern brother of the
same esoteric type is not unspiritual;
he lives reverently, even if not so con
templative; and aside from a broader

intellectual life, his spirituality has
love for its basis, a love that is con
tent with nothing less than the sal

vation of the whole world.”
Paul, the philosophical expounder
of the Gospels, who was undoubtedly
as great an initiate of occult law as
any of to—day, expresses himself most
12
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tersely in the familiar verses:
“Though I speak with the tongues of
men and of angels, and have not char
ity, I am become as sounding brass or

a tinkling cymbal. And though I have
the gift of prophecy, and understand
all mysteries
. . . and have not
charity, I am nothing.”
Many that are seeking occult power
desire it not for their soul ’s sake, but

for their selﬁsh aggrandizement. And
when they obtain it with this selﬁsh
taint, they are far the worse for it.
They are Fausts that would sell their
souls for a pittance of power. This is
far more the case in the Orient than
in the Occident, for the active whirl

of our busy world is not over-condu
cive to occult development.

In the East we ﬁnd a hot atmo
sphere, a luxuriant vegetation, and

stupendous mountains; and the form
the religion takes is that of power,
subtlety, contemplation, stillness, re
pose, rest, sleep, and entrancement.
The religion culminates in the ascetic

life with its diet of fruit, vegetables,
and cereals, and its consequent soul
power-entrancement and magic.
In the West, on the other hand, we
13
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ﬁnd a more temperate climate and a
more active life, a larger brain and a
manifestation of a wider range of the
intellectual and practical life; and
while we ﬁnd the same prayer and

contemplation and the same sacriﬁce
of the bodily reserves as in the East,
we ﬁnd also less subtlety, less ideal
ism, less repose and more energy, a
severer standard of truth, and a more

practical benevolence.
THE HINDU TRIAD

The triad of Hindu gods consists
of .
1. BRAHMA. The One First Cause,
the Creator of the Universe, the One

Existence, the Absolute. The age of
Brahma is the duration of creation,—
311,040,000,000,000 human (lunar)

years.
2. VISHNU.

The Preserver, who

takes care of the universe, and who
becomes incarnate from time to time

to help mankind.
3. SIvA. The Destroyer, and the
Conqueror of Darkness.

14
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EXPLANATORY

BHAGAvAD GITA. The Holy Song, a
gem of Indian literature, containing

the essence of the Vedanta Philos
ophy.
BUDDHA. The Enlightened, the
name given to one of the greatest in
carnations recognized by the Hindus;

born sixth century B. C.
OM, or OMKABA.

The most holy

word of the Vedas. A symbolic word,
meaning the Supreme Being, the
Ocean of Knowledge, and Bliss Ab
solute.
VEDAs. The Hindu Scriptures, con
sisting of the Rig-Veda, the Yajur
Veda, the Sama-Veda, the Artharva
Veda; also the Brahmanas and the
Upanishads, comprising the hymns,
rituals, and philosophy of the Hindu

religion.
GURU. A dispeller of darkness. A
religious teacher who removes the ig
norance of the pupil. A real guru is
a transmitter of the spiritual impulse

that quickens the spirit and awakens
a genuine thirst for religion.

KRIsHNA. The most popular of the
Hindu divinities, usually held to be
15
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the eighth incarnation of the god
Vishnu. He appeared in India about
1400 B. 0. Most of his teachings are

embodied in the Bhagavad Gita. He
comes to this earth once in seventy

one Divine Cycles; that is, once in
three hundred million or more human
(lunar) years.

THE GARDEN OF EDEN (Baba Bharati)
EDEN.

A corruption of the San

scrit word Adhan, signifying home,

the Garden of Eden being the whole
earth.

ADAM. A corruption of the San
scrit word Adhtm, which means pri
meval.
EVE. A corruption of the Sanscrit
word Heva, which means life and
love; Mother of Creation.

The Adams and the Eves were they
of the Golden Age; Adam, the typical
man; Eve, the typical woman. In that
age, all men were as one, and all wo

men were as one.
THE TREE OF LIFE

Living on the Tree of Life, and eat

ing of the Fruit thereof, was living in
16
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the essence of love, the inmost life and
force of all existence.
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE

Those who look outward and try to
draw happiness from without, from

material things, eat for the ﬁrst time
of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge.
The Fall of humanity dates from
the knowledge of material pleasures.
The ﬁrst hankering for it is the per
suasive voice of the Evil One, called
in Sanscrit, Maya, which means illu
ston; that which is unsubstantial to

the inner sight, yet seems and looks
substantial to our outer (material)
sight.
THE AURA

The word Aura is from the San
scrit word Ar, meaning the spoke of

a wheel; Ara, full of spoke-like shoots
of radiance from any centre.
The centre of our Aura is our mind.
Aura, therefore, is the radiance of the
mind, which permeates and envelops
our body in an oval shape, and gen
erally extends one cubit (eighteen to
17
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twenty-two inches) outside of our

body.
The Aura, and reﬂections of
thought-impressions on the Aura, are
visible only to the spiritual and psy

chical sight.

The illumined saints

and yogis who have developed this

sight see not only this Aura, but also
the reﬂections of the thought-impres—
sions, which they can read and in—

terpret as we read and interpret
words.
These reﬂections are called the
characters of the mind—the hidden
pictures (chttra-gupta) of human
conduct-which reveal the past, the
present, and the future history of a

human soul to those who can decipher
them.

From the Aura these characters are
reﬂected again upon the ether, which
receives the impression and keeps the

record of each external and internal
event in Nature. The ether is the
storehouse of'the records of all hu
man and natural happenings and vi
' brations. It is from this storehouse
of all mental records that true clair

voyance draws its inspired messages
and revelations.
18
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A fully developed Yogi can learn
the detail of events which occurred
ten thousand years ago, or of any
time, and can tell of any present or
future occurrence in any part of the
world, by concentrating upon the
ether, the all-knowing ether.

KARMA

The word Karma is from the San
scrit root Krt, which means to act.
Karma is synonymous with our word

Fate; it is the inevitable consequence
of one’s deeds; therefore one’s acts
are considered as ﬁxing or determin—

ing one’s lot in each succeeding in
carnation.

Man is the conscious embodiment of
the blended forces of his past actions;
actions of previous conscious embodi
ments, born of the forces of still more
previous embodiments.

Action proceeds

from thought.

Thought is the source and spring of
action. No action is possible without
its producing cause (thought), which

is a phase of the mind ’s volition. All
our thoughts are impressed on our
19
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mind the moment they form them

selves, in condensed pictures. The
more powerful a thought, the deeper
the impression upon the mind. Weak,

undeveloped thoughts make super
ﬁcial impressions and are liable to
wear off. The impression of a pow
erful thought is likewise rubbed off

by the force of a strong counter
thought. An angry thought, for in
stance, prompts us to a bad action, but
before it is reduced to action, our
reason sometimes intervenes, argues
against it, and convinces us of its er
ror, which induces repentance. The
stronger the counter-thought of re
pentance, the quicker and more effec
tively it rubs off the impression. But

if the thought is reduced to action, the
impression is deep and enduring, and
requires the aid of absolutely sincere
burning repentance to destroy that
impression.
These thought-impressions on the

mind are called seeds of Karma. A
life of worldy joy and comfort is due
to good Karma and self-denial in
some previous existence. A life of

sorrow and hardship is due to bad
Karma.
20
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Dr. Paul Edwards, speaking of
Karma, says: “Hinduism teaches
that we are pursued in the next world
by the oﬁences committed in this life;
that whatever reward is due us will

be found awaiting our arrival in the
next life. It teaches a man may lead
a bad life successfully even Without

being visited with pangs or punish
ment in this life; that he may live a

life of villainy undisturbed by re
morse or any adverse conditions. For
this reason a careful account is kept

in the next life of all his deserts in
this, and a ﬁnal adjustment is had
when he departs for, or arrives in, the

celestial abode.

Present Hinduism

teaches that the highest reincarnation

is to become a Brahman.”

THE ASTRAL BODY (Baba Bharati)

It is the general belief of modern
humanity that the human body is

made up of ﬂesh and blood alone.
This is true as far as the physical
body is concerned.

But there is an

other body, within us, ﬁner than the
physical, which is the real body, and
21
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of which the physical body is the
outer casement.
This real body is called the astral

body. The whole human body is like
a clock, of which the physical cover
ing is its case, and the astral body its
works. To know ourselves as nothing
but our physical body, is the densest,
narrowest, and most mischievous ig

norance.
'
The materials of our physical body
are supplied by our parents, but the
astral body we supply ourselves. The

astral body is our permanent body. It
puts on new ﬂesh garments from time
to time. When it slips into a new
ﬂesh garment, that is called birth;
when it slips out of it, that is called
death. But, really, the astral body
lives on forever and ever, and never
ceases to exist, unless we ﬁnd the
means and take measures to destroy

it.

REINCARNATION

Reincarnation means rebirth; re

birth means being born again in the
ﬂesh, after death.

22
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Into the vigor of the blood of a
spiritual soul no wicked astral spirit
can enter. Its pure aura repels such
spirits and admits only kindred spire
its seeking rebirth, drawn to it by
Karma or afﬁnity.
Much suffering is the lot of the or
dinary soul while growing in the

womb, on account of its cramped con
sciousness and the narrow space in
which it is conﬁned.
After the sixth month it has a won
derful experience. The veil shroud
ing its past existence is suddenly
lifted, and the memories of all its past

births rush across its mind.
It even witnesses the scenes of
thousands of its previous existences,
and also realizes the reason of the

pain and sorrow suﬁered during all
these existences—the reason of its
having attached itself to material ob
jects and having disregarded the de

velopment of its spiritual self; its
having been unmindful of its duty to
its Maker and its fellow-man. This
realization crushes its mind with con
trition, and it weeps and prays to God
to forgive it, and promises to live a

life of devotion to Him in the future.
23
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This goes on for three months to
gether until it is born, when, at the

touch of the earthly atmosphere, all
these memories vanish and are once
more drowned in oblivion. It is from
the pain of this shock that it cries out
at the time of birth.

No conception can take place with
out a disembodied soul-a human
germ-entering the human seed when

planted in the human soil. The juice
of the seed and the juice of the soil
form but the physical body of the
child; the astral body, which is en

cased in the physical body, comes
from without to dwell in that state,

and leaves the developed physical
body at death, which is nothing but
the total disorganization of the physi
cal body. The astral body never dies.
THE VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY
(Vivekananda)

Vedanta, from Veda, wisdom, and
Anta, the end.
Veda, the ancient

sacred literature of the Hindus.
There are two schools of Vedanta,

the old and the new. The old pos
sesses the true interpretation of the
24
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Aphorisms; the new is deluded by

their false interpretations. The new
is only about two thousand years old,
and has a small number of adherents.
The old school holds that the uni
verse is composed of the ever change
ful manifestations of the will (en
ergy) of the One Changeless Deity.
The new school calls the whole uni

verse-—in fact all that is visible and
perceptible-Maya (illusion) in the
sense that it never existed, does not

exist now, and never will exist.

All

that exists is Brahma, the Divine Es
sence, and we are That. All else is il—

lusion wrought in our mind through
ignorance.

.

Whence is this ignorance which has
such power of illusion over our mind

and senses‘? What is it”? Whence
does it come‘? The Neo-Vedantist
answers, “It is something inexplic
able.”
His Maya is inexplicable; it is the
argument of one in darkness himself.
This New Vedantic thought has done
and is doing more harm to the world

than any other religious theory. It
is a worse delusion than the delusion

of Maya.
25
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THE VEDAS *

“ The right to read the Vedas in
curs the most solemn obligation to

keep their teachings from every liv
ing creature, especially from every
lower caste. To divulge one word of
the Vedas would mean to be hurled
ignominiously from the high station
and never to be again recognized.

While they claim to possess the very
truths necessary to save men ’s souls,

yet they selﬁshly decline to divulge
them to others, who may be ever so

anxious for salvation.

Instead of

helping the distressed lower castes
with ameliorating light and truth, the
priests point them to the idol-gods,
where they grovel in the vilest super

stitions, fully believing that the great
wisdom of their priests has shown
them the true salvation in those im

ages.
“ To become a learned Brahman
priest one has to commit the Vedas to
memory, learn Sanscrit and the Man

tras. He needs to know none of the
sciences, none of the great laws of na
*From Dr. Paul Edwards’s “Book on In
dia.”
26
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ture and of God.

The Aryan Vedas

are held to be of divine origin, the
same as the Christian Bible, the Tal

mud, the Koran, and the fragmentary
code of the Parsis.
“ The persevering Faquir, or Sad
hu, who practises his merciless aus
terities on his own body, is a far bet
ter man than the Brahman. I respect

the poor saint who lies on spikes and
nails, or the one whose hands are up
held from boyhood until Nature nails
them there irrevocably, or the one
who swings head downward over ﬁre,

as I believe him to be more conscien
tious than the inhuman priest who

points his creeping, crawling devotees
to the image-gods.

I have watched

these sincere devotees practise these
awful austerities on their quivering
tortured ﬂesh, all for truth’s sake as
they believe it.”

THE FOUR AGES (Baba Bharati)

These are known as the Golden

Age; the Silver Age; the Copper Age;
the Iron Age.
It is in the last of these that we of
27
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the twentieth century are now living;
not very complimentary, but never~

theless true, as may be seen by the fol
lowing classiﬁcation:
The Divine Cycle is typical of the
Fruit.

The Golden Age is typical of Ripe—
ness.
The Silver Age is typical of Ove‘r
ripeness.

The Copper Age is typical of Rot
tenness.
The Iron Age is typical of Com

plete Rottenness.
THE GOLDEN AGE occurred nearly
three million human (lunar) years
ago. It covers a period of one million,
seven hundred and twenty-eight
thousand human years. Men of this
period average thirty-one and one

half feet in height; can live one hun
dred thousand years and die at will.

Every age has a Junction period
and a Degeneration period, called in
the Hindu Scriptures the Twilight
periods. The periods are of equal
length. The Morning Twilight period
of the Golden Age (Satya Yuga)
is four hundred divine years, equal
28
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to one hundred and forty-four thou
sand human years. Of the same
length is its Evening Twilight period.

The Evening Twilight period may
be called the Degeneration of the
Golden Age. It is then that Raja
activity—presents itself, and people
begin to turn to material pleasures.

THE SILVER AGE covers a period of
one million, eighty thousand human

years. Men of this period average
twenty-one feet in height. The aver
age life in this age is ten thousand

years.
There are no carnal relations in
either the Golden or the Silver Age;
but in the Silver Age men and women
live together as husband and wife;
yet in both ages the women give birth

to children.
The child is conceived in the womb
of the mother at the wish and com
mand of the husband. The wife asks
her husband for a child, and the hus

band of the Golden Age (who is a
miniature creator in the potency of
his mind-force) says, “ So be it,” and
the wife at once conceives. But she
has no pain of child-carrying or child
29
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birth to suffer from.

The child is

born soon after, and, ofttimes, almost
immediately.

In the Silver Age, the conception
takes place in some cases in the same
manner; and in some cases through
the eating, by the wife, of charoo, a
mixture of boiled rice, milk, sugar,
and butter, magnetized by mystic

words or the will-force of a psychic
husband, or a saint, or a Brahman-a

magnetism which draws into the
preparation a disembodied spirt, who
passes into the body of the wife
through the food.
THE COPPER AGE covers a period of
seven hundred and twenty thousand

human years. Men in this period
average ten and one-half feet in
height. The trees become less in
height, less fruitful, and the fruit less

sweet than in the Silver Age. Cows
give less milk, and crops are less
abundant despite the best efforts of
cultivation. Wild animals become
more ferocious. Most animals can
speak in the Silver Age; but now only

some of them, the higher ones, are
blessed with that power during the
major portion of it.
30
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People in the Copper Age become
more and more outward-looking gen
erally, especially the Sudras (the
lowest of the four great castes), some
of whom, having become ﬁlled with
dense Tama
(darkness), revolt
against all laws and discipline, and
turn into thieves and robbers. The

Veda in the Copper Age has, for the
ﬁrst time, to be studied and its truths
practised in two parts-the philo

sophical and the ceremonial.
It is not until this Copper Age that
husbands and wives begin to have car

nal relations. During the Golden Age
and the greater part of the Silver Age

all men and women are what Chris
tians call virgin-born.

The fuss that is made (in this
Western country) about the immacu
late conception succeeds only in ex

citing a smile of pity in the Shastra
enlightened Hindu, a smile of pity for
the ignorance of the facts in the past
history of the human race, of which
they seem to know so little and care

less to know more. The fact that in
the Golden and the Silver Ages, im
maculate child-conception generally

prevailed ought to open their eyes.
31
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In the Copper Age, therefore, the
decrease of spirituality takes away
this power, and so the material of the
physical body has to be supplied by
the physical vigor of the father and
the blood of the mother, to enable a

disembodied spirit to enter the womb
and grow into a child.
THE IRON AGE (the age in which we
now live), covers a period of three
hundred and sixty thousand human
years.

The average height of men in

this age is ﬁve feet, nine inches. The
average age of man should be one
hundred years, but this is the ex
ception rather than the rule, owing
to the general violation of Nature’s
laws.

At the end of the Iron Age, the
Fruit of the Divine Cycle having be
come fully rotten, is reduced to seed,
out of which springs the sprout of the

Golden Age.
The usual Iron Age, the last sec
tion of every Divine Cycle, is much
more dense with Tama (darkness),

than the one In which we are now liv
ing. This Is due to the fact that Sri
Krishna, himself the fullest incarna
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tion of the Supreme Deity, came on
earth to dwell among men for a period
of one hundred years.
(This seems to have been a special
dispensation, for, as a rule, this em

bodiment of Para-Brahm comes to
dwell among men only once in sev
enty-one Divine Cycles-306,720,000
human years.)
According to the Hindu almanacs,
about ﬁve thousand years only have

passed since Krishna ’s departure.
By the coming of Krishna, not only

the thirty-six thousand years form—
ing the Junction period of Kali (the

Iron Age) has been destroyed, but
also almost half of the Kali proper
(three hundred and sixty thousand
years), has been likewise destroyed.

He thus, in a measure, is supposed to
have sanctiﬁed the soil of the earth
plane with the all-purifying touch of
his Lotus Feet.
It is believed, however, that this

present Kali (Iron Age), with its
rapidly increasing accumulation of
sin, may come to an end in less than

ten thousand years, its conventional
period of existence (three hundred
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and sixty thousand years) being con
densed to that short space of time.

During the Junction Period of the
Golden Age, covering one hundred
and forty-four thousand human
years, the sprout coming from the

seed of the Iron Age grows into a
ﬂowering tree, which bears fruit with '
the commencement of the Golden Age

proper.
In the Golden Age, say the Hindu
books, life is sustained by the mar

row of the bones. Man lives as long
as there is marrow in his bones.
In the Silver Age, life is centred in
the strength of the bones. Man lives
as long as his bones sustain their
strength.

In the Copper Age, life is centred
in the blood. Man lives as long as

there is blood in the body.
In the Iron Age, life is sustained by
food alone. With the decrease of spir
ituality in every succeeding age, the
root of vitality has been transferred
from marrow to bone, from bone to

blood; but in this present age (the
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Kali, or Iron) that root of vitality is
destroyed.

THE DELUGE

Yes, the Hindus had their Deluge;
not only one but “many cataclysms,

each one lasting seventy-one Divine
Cycles (306,720,000 human years).
Six of these have already passed. In
‘each case the oceans surge up and
cover the entire earth with their
waters, even the highest peaks of the
Himalayas. ’ ’
They, too, had their Manoo (Noah)
for each period. They claim that their
word Manoo has been distorted into
the word Noah. “ This man was the
most virtuous and spiritual of the
time, almost as pure and spiritually

powerful as Brahma, the Creator; a
man whom the spirit of corruption
failed to touch; a man‘ possessed of
uncommon physical beauty.”
They, too, had their Ark which, in

due time and in accordance with the
foreknowledge given by Brahma, in
the form and guise of a ﬁsh, was
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piloted to the highest peak of the
Himalayas.
“It was on this peak, in a holy for
est, that this man (King Satyavrata)
was, for many hundred years, en
gaged in meditation and spiritual aus

terities.”
In the course of time “the Ark ap
peared and into it went King Satya
vrata (Manoo) and seven Rishis of
the Great Bear (seven illumined be

ings, seers of thoughts; those pos
sessed of super-sensuous knowledge),
also all kinds of seeds of all trees,
plants, shrubs, and creepers; also

pairs of all animals and creeping
things.”
The Ark was tossed about on the
huge waves seventy-one Divine Cycles
(306,720,000 human years), but was

preserved by the Divine Fish; and,
eventually, when the waters had sub
sided and the highest peak of the
Himalayas was visible, this Divine
Fish drew it thence and said in a
pleasant voice, “0 ye illumined ones,
bind the boat for a while to this
mountain-peak.” It is known to this
day as the Boat-Binding Peak.
When the Ark was safely tied, the
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Fish said again to the Rishis: “I am
Brahm of Brahma, the Creator.

I

have taken the form of a Fish to save
you all from the Flood. Now this Sat
yavrata will be known as Vaivaswata

Manoo.

He will, by the grace and

power of his Yoga, create all mobile

and immobile beings of the earth,
gods and asuras and men.” So saying
the Fish vanished.

(This Manoo incarnates himself as
a Rishi toward the end of every
Golden Age. His term of ofﬁce—306,
720,000 human years-would make

men of this day more ambitious than
ever as office-seekers, but it should be
remembered that he was “a man

whom the spirit of corruption failed
to touch.” As we are now living in
the twenty-eighth Cycle, his term of
oﬂice has not half expired. Think of
it! Only forty-three more Cycles to
serve; only 185,760,000 human years!

Drawing conclusions from the ﬁg
ures given in the Hindu books, many

millions of years have gone by since
the last ﬂood, and many millions more
will pass ere another. In the mean
time, brethren, do not worry.)
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THE CASTE SYSTEM

The object of this is to preserve
harmony, order, etc. While in the
Golden Age there is but one family,
in the Silver Age there are four fam
ilies or castes. These are divided ac
cording to actions, habits, incli
nations, etc.

The Brahmans are considered the
head of the other castes, inasmuch as

they still dwell in Brahm,——the Spirit
of God.
THE CASTE BODY

Head —The Brahmans, represent
ing Wisdom.

Arms-The Kshatriyas, represent
ing Strength.
Loins—The Vaishyas, representing
Vigor.

Feet—The

Sudras,

representing

Service.
The ﬁrst are given to meditation on

God and to the study of the Veda.
The second, to rule the two other

castes with the aid of the Brahmans.
The third, to till the land and raise

cattle only to serve God’s creatures.
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The fourth, to serve the three pure
and spiritual upper castes for the
purpose of absorbing their spiritual
magnetism through association and
examples.
All three of the castes, that is, sec
ond, third, and fourth, are expected
to cultivate devotion to the Supreme
Being by loving service rendered to

His devotees.
A caste-birth is dependent upon
Karma (actions). If one of low caste
so wills it, he can become a high Brah
man in the next incarnation, if he suc

ceeds in developing his higher soul
consciousness.
THE FOUR STAGES OF LIFE

First—Spiritual Pupilage.
Second—-Householdership.
Third—Asceticism.

Fourth—Wandering Friarship.
FIRs'r STAGE. At the age of twelve

the one who aspires to this spiritual
development goes to reside with a

Guru (spiritual guide) to study the
Veda (spiritual, mental, and physical
discipline) .
The Guru feeds, clothes, and lodges
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the pupil or pupils in his own abode
free of any charge or consideration
whatever.

If the student obtains this practical
realization of the Essence of Exist
ence, he remains for the rest of his

life in this stage of spiritual pupilage.
But he is no more a pupil; he becomes
a teacher of pupils, a Guru.
SEooND STAGE.

If, however, after

staying twelve years, he fails to have
this grasp of the soul of wisdom, he
leaves the Guru, returns to the fam

ily, takes a spiritually inclined wife,
and becomes a householder.

Still, his object is a realization of
the Truth. This involves daily study
of the Veda; simple and sparing
meals; the means of living, honestly
earned; hungry and needy beggars
satisﬁed according to means and abil
ity; parents, wife, family, poor rela
tives and dependents, and devoted
servants must be supported, loved,

and made happy.
All legitimate wishes and wants of
the wife must be satisﬁed; she must

be cherished with affection and re
spect, and regarded as the presiding

deity of the household economy.
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If during the household life the
Truth is realized, the householder re

mains at home during the rest of his
earthly days, and has no need to go

into the third stage of life; for reali
zation of the Truth is the end and aim
of life in all its stages.
If this is not obtained after twen
ty-four years of family life, the
householder must enter the third
stage, the Ascetic.

THIRD STAGE. He must leave home
with his wife, retire from worldly life
and interests, live in a secluded for
est place near home, practise austeri

ties (physical and mental), and purge
the mind of material inclinations; all
of this for a period of twelve years.
If realization of Truth is obtained,
he remains in that stage for the rest
of his life, imparting the realized
knowledge and wisdom to all who may
come to him.

FOURTH STAGE. If he fails in this
realization, he returns home with his

wife. If he has a son to support the
family, he leaves home and family,

with the permission of his parents
and wife, and enters the fourth stage,
that of Holy Wanderer, to tread the
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path of Freedom and Truth all alone,
surrender all ties of worldly life, and
surrender himself-body, mind, and

soul-to the search for Truth. He
must keep his mind on the one
thought; live on one simple, spare
meal a day, enough to satisfy hunger;
dress in scant saffron-colored clothing
—the color of love and wisdom; must
ever wander; never enter human
home; must rest under trees; not
sleep under one tree or on the same

spot or place for three consecutive
nights; never talk to or with people

on any other subject than that of his
search, and discuss it with humble

spirit of inquiry with illumined sages
he may meet on his journey.

With the ﬁrst ﬂush of the realiza
tion of Truth, he changes the color of
his clothing from saﬁron to white,

which is the color of illumination
(Sattwa).
Still wandering in the ecstasy of
the bliss of Truth within his soul, the

objective phenomena around him
seem unsubstantial.
As he roams, sporting and laughing
like a boy, he becomes almost uncon
scious of anything outside of his soul.
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To see him is a blessing. He has
no count of time or of the phases of
time—whether it is morning, noon, or

night.
He feels no hunger; with the satis

faction of his spiritual hunger, all
hunger has been satisﬁed forever. He
is the embodiment of ecstasy, uncov
ered ecstasy; even his physical cover

(the white cloth) has fallen from his
body.

He stands naked, as naked as

Nature ’s most natural man. He is
clothed with the illumination of his
soul, like the Golden Age man.
THE FIVE PATHS OF YOGA (Baba
Bharati)

There are ﬁve paths of mental dis
cipline by the aid of which the human
soul can reach its goal quicker. These

are called the ﬁve paths of Yoga,
namely, Hatha, Karma, Raja, Gnana,
and Bhakti.
1‘;
Yoga means union; the same as the
English word yoke. Yoga, therefore,

in this sense, means yoking the mind
to the Spirit of God by concentration.
HATHA YOGA consists in cleaning
and disciplining ‘the outer and inner
.48
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physical body by the practice of cer
tain processes of moving the muscles
and ﬁxing the eye upon some external

object or the tip of the nose. These,
in time, induce mental poise.
KARMA YOGA consists of perform
ing good actions and practising spir
itual formulas, which contribute to

the puriﬁcation of the mind and ﬁ
nally lead to the unfoldment of the
soul.

RAJA YOGA consists of stopping the
function of the mind’s volitions. By
volitions of the mind are meant
thought-currents.
By the practice of Raja Yoga, the
outﬂow of these thought-currents can
be entirely stopped and turned in

ward in one concentrated stream into
the soul. The main process of the
shutting in of the mind-currents is by
controlling the breath.

The practice of Raja Yoga has been
forbidden in the Kali Yuga (Iron
Age) because in this age, excepting in
rare cases, the human body is too

weak and delicate to stand the hard—
ships, psychic exertions, and physical

privations of its practices, and, be
cause an adept Yogi-Guru (without
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' whose constant help in every detail
of it no student can attain the highest
result) is very hard to ﬁnd.
Many who now practise it under in

experienced Gurus in India meet
early death, or develop incurable dis
eases, or even turn insane.

A moderate amount of simple
breathing exercises may not be so in
jurious or fatal; but too much of such

exercise, or the practice of the ad
vanced rules, ought never to be at

tempted,

especially in the West,

where a proper Guru can never be

found, and where people ’s nerves are
generally shaky.

GNANA YOGA consists of an entirely
mental process of Yoga, a process of
discrimination between the unsub
stantial and the substantial in Nature,

and concentrating upon the Substan
tial Essence of things, and gradually

getting absolutely absorbed by it.
The keeping up of this process of
thought in an unbroken stream re
quires living a life of simplicity, soli
tude, and renunciation.
The life in which this thought-cur
rent becomes unbroken is the last life,

the last incarnation of the soul. It es
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capes rebirth for the good for which
it has worked for many incarnations.

Its separate ego is merged in the
universal Ego, and ﬁnally is lost in,
and becomes one with, the One-with

out-a-Second.
Gnana Yoga belongs to the school
of the Vedanta philosophy: Vedante,
fromVeda, wisdom and Anta, the end.
BHAKTI YOGA consists of concen

tration on the Deity through devo
tion, the best and highest form of
Yoga; higher than all the other
forms, as Krishna himself has said in

the Bhagavad Gita.
Devotion is the full fruition of
spiritual concentration. A true de
votee is the highest Yogi.
ANOTHER VIEW OF YOGA
PHILOSOPHY

Swami Vivekananda, whose very
name signiﬁes “Bliss-in-discrimina
tion,” is well remembered on the Pa

ciﬁc Coast for his sensible views of
the various phases of the Hindu phil
osophy.

In regard to the mysticism as
taught by some teachers, he spoke in
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unmistakable terms.

Of these Yoga

systems he said: “Anything that is

secret and mysterious in these sys
tems of Yoga should be at once re
jected. The best guide in life is
strength.
All mystery-mongering
weakens the human brain. Through
it the science of Yoga has been well
nigh destroyed.
“ From the time it was discovered,
more than four thousand years ago,

it was perfectly delineated and form
ulated and preached in India; and it

is a striking fact that the more mod
ern the commentator, the greater the

mistakes he makes.
“ In the ﬁrst place, there is no mys
tery in what I preach. What little I
know I will tell you. So far as I can
reason it out I will do so, but what I

do not know I will simply tell you that
is what the books say.
“ A Yogi must avoid the two ex
tremes of luxury and austerity. He
must not fast, nor torture his ﬂesh;

he who does so, says the Gita, cannot
be a Yogi.

He who fasts, he who

keeps awake, he who sleeps much, he
who works too much, he who does no
work; none of these can be Yogis.
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“RAJA YOGA (royal yoga), the sci

ence of conquering the internal na
ture for the purpose of realizing the
Divinity within, is divided into eight
steps.

“ The ﬁrst is Yama, non-killing,
non-stealing, truthfulness, continence,
and non-receiving of any gifts.

“ The next is Niyama—cleanliness,
contentment, mortiﬁcation, study, and
self-surrender to God.
“ Then came Asana, signifying pos
ture; Pranayama, controlling the
vital forces of the body; Pratyahara,
making the mind introspective;
Dharana, concentration; Dhyana,

meditation; . Samedhi,

super-con

sciousness.
“The Yama and the Niyama, as

you see, are moral trainings. Without
these as a basis no practice of Yoga
will succeed.
“A Yogi must not think of injur
ing any one through thought, word, or

deed, and this applies not only to man
but to all animals. Mercy shall not
be for men alone, but shall go beyond

and embrace the whole world. ”
There is surely much in the fore
going to commend itself, and yet
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much that is wholly beyond the na
ture of things to those of us who have

anything to occupy mind and body in
this busy workaday world. This is
especially so of Asana (posture), of
which I shall speak brieﬂy, condens

ing Vivekananda ’s remarks as much
as possible, yet obscuring nothing.
Asana (posture) is a series of ex

. ercises, physical and mental, to be
gone through every day until certain
higher states are reached. Therefore

it is quite necessary that we should
ﬁnd a posture in which we can long
remain.
As the main part of the action will
lie along the spinal column, the one
thing necessary for the posture is to
hold the spinal column free, the neck,
chest, and head in a straight line.
This portion of the Raja Yoga is a

little similar to the Hatha Yoga,
which deals entirely with the physi
cal body, with no spiritual end in

view, bodily perfection being the only
aim.

We have nothing‘ to do with

that here; that is in the study of Raja
Yoga, because its practices are very

difﬁcult and do not lead to any spir
itual growth. The result is to make
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men live long; health being the chief
idea, the one goal of the Hatha Yoga.

The devotee is determined not to
fall sick-and he never does. He
lives long—a hundred years is noth
ing to him; he is quite young and
fresh, without one hair turned gray,

when he is one hundred and ﬁfty. But
that is all. A banyan-tree lives, some
times, ﬁve thousand years; but it is a
banyan-tree and nothing more. So if

a man lives long, he is only a healthy
animal.
The question naturally arises
Why can man not be a healthy ani
mal and at the same time be spirit
ually minded ‘.3 Henry Ward Beecher
said, “A man with a bad liver cannot
be a good Christian.” To my mind,

the typical healthy man is the all
around man-mentally, morally, and
physically.
. The Swami, after speaking as he
does of the system of Hatha Yoga, es

pecially recommends this Raja Yoga,
which is quite generally known theo

retically by those of us in the Western
world who have followed the thought
but not the practices (impracticable

for us) of these sages of India.
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“These exercises of Raja Yoga,”
says the Swami, “ must be erformed
from three to ﬁve times at our inter
vals of the day; namely, before dawn,
during midday, in the evening, and at

midnight.
“ After ﬁfteen days to a month of
practice of these exercises, stopping
the right nostril with the thumb; with
the left nostril draw in air, ac

cording to your capacity; then, with
out any interval, throw the air out
through the right nostril, closing the
left one. Again, inhaling through the
right nostril, eject through the left,

according to capacity.

Then begins

Pranayama; that is, controlling the

Prana.
“ The way the Hindus practise
these exercises would be very difﬁcult
for this Western country. They do it

from their childhood, and their lungs
are prepared for it. I refer, here,
more especially to Psychic Prana,
which if practised irregularly may
injure you.”
The more you read of the Yoga ex
ercises as practised by the Hindus
and of the thoroughness of their
devotion toward their ideal spiritual
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development, the more you will be im—
pressed that however beﬁtting it may

be for them it is not expedient for us.
Some of the exercises have been
taught in this country; some of them
incorporated in some of the systems
of physical training; some books have
been written by a native- a native of
this country, but with an assumed
high-sounding name purporting to be

that of a Yogi. These things are mis
leading and superﬁcial, as they con
tain but a mere smattering and do not

do justice to either the Yogi or his
philosophy.
Take, for

instance,

the

word

Prana, which is frequently taught
and understood to mean breath. Of
this, Vivekananda said: “ The error

is the fault of the English translation.
You cannot ﬁll your being with breath

but by breathing correctly you can
ﬁll it with Prana—the sum total of
the cosmic energy, the vital forces of
the body. Pranayama means control

ling the Prana, not the breath.”
“Practice is absolutely necessary,”

said Vivekananda. “You may sit
there and listen to me by the hour
every day, but if you do not practise
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you will never get one step further.

Simply listening to explanations and
theories will not do.

“ There are several obstructions to
practice; the ﬁrst obstruction is an
unhealthy body.

If the body is not

in a ﬁt state, the practice will be ob
structed. Therefore, to keep the body
in good health, we have to take care of
what we eat and drink and do, always

using a mental effort.”
This seems somewhat contradictory

when compared with what he pre
viously said regarding the care of the
body, but he squared himself some

what, by saying: “ That is all; nothing
further of the body. We must not
forget that health is only a means to
an end.

“When the Yogi becomes perfect
there will be nothing in Nature not
under his control. Yoga can be safely

learned only by direct contact with a
teacher.”
Mark this, those of you who expect
to get it from books, even those books

written by the genuine teachers of
India.

“If the people practise Raja Yoga,
and at the same time lead an impure
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life, how can they expect to become
Yogis?

“There must be perfect chastity in
thought, word, and deed. Without it,

the practice of Raja Yoga is danger
ous, and may lead to insanity. The
ﬁre of Yoga burns the cage of sin
that is around a man.”
Beautiful thoughts are these and a

beautiful life would surely result in
living up to the ideal of the Hindu
philosophy; but its practices, as I
have said before, are impracticable,

even impossible, in the Occident, how
ever easy of attainment they may be
in the Orient.
Yet, fortunately, we are not with
out an ideal teacher, one whose teach

ings can be followed by every one in
every walk of life; a teacher of the
purest type—the meek and lowly
Nazarene.
BY A HINDU SAGE
Though fools spurn Hymen’s gentle powers,
We who improve his golden hours,
By sweet experience, know
That marriage rightly understood
Gives to the tender and the good
A paradise below.
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The kindest and the happiest pair
Will ﬁnd concessions to forbear:
And something every day they live
To pity and, perhaps, forgive.

COMMENTS ON HINDUISM BY DR.
PAUL EDWARDS
THE RESULT

OF

OBSERVATIONS

DURING

HIS

EX<

TENSIVE TRAVELS IN INDIA

The Hindu is the most singular be
ing alive. He will persist longer in a
matter, right or wrong, than any

other human being. No matter how
plainly he may be shown his error, if
his forefathers have done the thing,
that is enough to satisfy him that his
course is infallible. This stubborn

ness is born of ancestor-worship, the
ancient and modern curse of India
and China.
The Hindus manifest the utmost
indiﬁerence to human life, yet show
extreme solicitude for animal preser
vation.
When a Hindu child is born, the
husband must cast away all cooking
utensils. Within my own experience

I knew of one husband who declined.
The wife immediately committed sui
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cide, knowing she would be despised

by her neighbors when they saw no
new kitchen paraphernalia. Life
ceased to have any charm for her
thereafter.

The tricks of the Hindus—blowing
ﬁre from the mouth, swallowing
opium, the growing of the mango
tree, turning a suspender into a live

cobra, etc.,—must not be confounded
with the exalted works of the true

ascetic.
Solely of Hindu origin is what is
known as the “Transmigration of
Souls.” The Abbe Dubois is quoted
as saying, “Pythagoras learned all he
knew of metempsychosis (change of
soul) during his visit to India, but he
never published or spoke of transmi
gration until his return to Greece.”
Greek sages visited India during
the period of 600 B. c. to A. D. 600.
The philosophy of India was in its

freshest bloom probably long before
Abraham ’s time or the birth of Israel,

“the chosen people of God.” The
great essays of Greek sages on the
immortality of the soul were inspired
by visits to India or Persia. In those
prehistoric times all wisdom came
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from the East, including the great
wisdom of the Egyptians.
The orthodox Brahman will never
touch meat. I fully believe that the
doctrine of metempsyehosis alone is

the cause. It is this fear of commit
ting murder that keeps the Brahman
from slaughtering animals. Metem
psychosis teaches that a succession of

incarnations awaits every soul; that
each animal possesses a soul on its
Way to a human being. If, for in

stance, the life of an animal is taken,
that soul has its progress broken and

must necessarily become belated in its
arrival in a human form.

The name of “East Indian” is a
general term by which the inhabitants

of British India are known.

It is a

blanket name for all the natives of
India, be they Hindu, Parsi, Goanese,

tricky Mohammedan, or any of the
various other peoples belonging to

that country.

The great population

is divided and subdivided into quite
two hundred clans, breeds, and castes.

There are over ﬁfty-ﬁve million Mo—
hammedans in India. They are con
verted Hindus; but in the conversion

all the good qualities of the Hindus
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are lost. Numerically speaking, the
Hindu is the dominant race of India.
There is more of him than of all the
other races combined.
PERSIAN YOGIS

Of the great Persian Yogis there
have been but twenty-two; some dat
ing backfully ﬁve thousand years B.

0., others passing over into our Chris
tian era and still inﬂuencing it. Dur

ing the lives of these twenty-two
Yogis nearly all the wisdom of Persia
was acquired. In the seventh century
A. D. Mohammed invaded Persia with
a sword—which he had promised
never to draw-—and compelled the

Persians to adopt his faith.

Those

who would not ﬂed to India, where
they now live about Bombay and are

called Parsis. They have never re
canted the Zoroastrian faith, never
mixed blood with the Hindus, nor

changed their style of headwear.
The Parsis, or Parsees, are the
most enlightened of all the numerous
races in India and the only ones be
nevolently inclined. The Hindu rarely
opens his purse to charity, and the
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Mohammedan less often. The Parsis
endow benevolent institutions, main
tain hospitals, and keep up their
homes. They seldom become mendi

cants. They read foreign literature,
quote the Christian Bible, and many
of them are familiar with the best
poets of other nations. They are fre
quent and persistent worshippers,
and believe implicitly that Zoroaster
was the greatest of saints, and that
he was endowed with wisdom, reli

gion, charity, and every other virtue
over all other prophets whatsoever.
All children of the Parsis must be
born on the ground ﬂoor. The mother

must remain there during puriﬁca
tion,-—forty days,—when she again‘
joins her family. When the child is
ﬁve days old, a Brahman or Parsi

astrologer is called. He casts the
child’s horoscope in hieroglyphics
and then declares the exalted position
to which the child will attain, and

submits a long list of names for the
parents’ selection.
The Parsi men sup together or sep
arately at will, but the two sexes never
meet at table. This custom was de
rived from the Hindus.
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When‘ a son marries he brings his
wife home to live; thus a single fam

ily may number scores of individuals.
Until recently Parsi marriages were
contracted at the age of two years for

the wife and three years for the hus
band. It was the custom when the
wives of two friends were about to
become mothers, to pledge their pros
pective babies in wedlock, if of
opposite sex.

This custom has since

fallen into desuetude.
The Parsi holds that sickness is the
function of those who eat beyond the
limits of their organs to digest. The
Parsis are also fatalists. They be
lieve that a man has a certain number
of breaths allotted to him, nor can he

draw another after this allotment has
been exhausted.
(This is akin to our racial belief and error-that three score and ten
is the allotted span of life, and to go
beyond is to live on borrowed time.)
A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY

The great traveller and world-re
nowned writer, Mr. Frank G. Carpen
ter, writing from Calcutta, May, 1910,
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tells of the discovery of the ashes of

Buddha, which were recently found
near Pashawar. They lay in a room
far down under the ground below the
heavy foundation of a tower which

long ago was blotted from the face
of the earth. The remains consist
of a mass of grayish-white powder
and

four

charred

bones.

Here,

supposedly for about twenty-four
hundred years, they have reposed
undisturbed, in a crystal box inside a
bronze casket. It is said there can
be no doubt of the authenticity of
this wonderful discovery which was
made by the archaeological depart
ment of the Britsh Government.
The result of this ﬁnd will be to
revive Buddhism, especially in India.
There are between nine and ten mil
lion Buddhists in Burma, and many

more in Ceylon and in parts of Far
ther India. Mr. Carpenter informs
us that the Buddhists of Hindustan
number fewer than three hundred
thousand. They are found in small
numbers along the northern frontier
of Bengal, and upon the lower slopes
of the Himalayas. In Nepal, where
Buddha was born, he has yet many
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followers, and in Kashmir, near
where his ashes were found, there are,

of his believers, perhaps forty thou
sand all told.
The Buddha religion is the chief
one of Japan; two-thirds of the
Chinese are supposed to believe in it;
but its most ardent followers are
Thibetans and the Mongolian popu
lation of Asia.
The Buddhists are adopting the
same plans of propagating their
faith as are used by the Christians.

They now have Buddhist Young
Men ’s Associations corresponding to
our Young Men’s Christian Associa
tions, and are now publishing tracts
and distributing all sorts of religious
documents.
THE BUDDHIST RELIGION

Mr. Carpenter informs us that it
is a mistake to speak of the worship
of Buddha. He was not looked upon
as a god, but as a great teacher, a
mortal man; and it was believed that

any mortal might aspire to be what
he was. He was regarded as the per
fect man, and his life as the perfect
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life. Nevertheless, they pray before
his shrine and use his name in their

prayers.
The Buddhist religion is a belief in

cause and eﬁect. It says that man’s
misfortunes all come from his bad
actions, and all his good from his
good ones.

Heaven means the ex

tinction of his desires. This is the
great end of life-to wipe out all
passion, all feeling, and even all
ideas. It is a sort of religious trance
or ecstasy known as Nirvana. It
has nothing of the worship of God; it
is, in fact, practically atheistic, and is
a religion of despair rather than of

hope. It considers personal existence
a source of evil, and that the greatest

evil of mankind is birth.

Were it

not for that, we could not, it says,
have old age, misery, and death, and
we should not have to go through the

long line of transmigrations by which
map rises to heaven or descends to
hel .
According to Buddhism, one ’s soul,
like that of John Brown, is always

marching on. The moment he dies he
is born again, his soul passing at once
into the form of a man, a dog, or some
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other animal, or worse than all, into

a woman. If he escapes the latter
fate he may go down, down, down
through the different degrees of ani
mal life until he falls into one of the
hundred-odd Buddhist hells, which
are in the middle of the earth, where

the sufferers spend ten million years
or more before they rise again.

The Buddhist fairy stories tell how
their great teacher lived as an ele
phant, as a camel, as a gnat, as a swal
low, or as an eagle. He went through

every form of existence on the earth,
in hell, and in heaven, and when he

attained the perfect knowledge he
could recall them all. He died a
natural death in northern India at
about eighty years of age.

Henry Clarke Warren says of
Buddha: “He was regarded not as a

mere formulator of dry metaphysical
propositions, but as a very wise and
compassionate friend of his fellow
man. He was full of tact, and all his
ways were ways of peace. He had

strong personal inﬂuence over his
fellows.”
Buddha denied the special virtues
of caste, ritualism, and asceticism;
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and insisted upon the necessity of
pity, kindliness, and patience, for
salvation. He taught that Nirvana
is to be obtained only by escape from
the causal nexus, or Karma, whereby

the unenlightened are doomed to end
less rebirths.
Buddha’s “Four Truths” are: (1)
Life is sorrow; (2) the chain of re
incarnation results from desire; (3)
the only escape is through the anni

hilation of desire; (4) the way of es
cape is the “eight-fold path” of
“right belief, right resolve, right
word, right act, right life, right ef
fort, right thinking, right medita

tion.”
We may not agree as regards the
annihilation of desire, but we must
acknowledge that we could not go far
astray if We lived up to these eight

principles. Yet the answer to the
question, What is right belief, right
resolve, etc“! would depend largely

upon the individual viewpoint.
From every religious creed, and
from every philosophy, we may get

some good if we but look for it.
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